FROM THE PRINCIPAL

Tigers,

We are moving right along with the second semester. I’m sure I speak for most of us that we are looking forward to warmer temperatures in a few months. It has not been a bad winter, but I have a feeling mother nature is not done with the snow and ice just yet.

I wanted to take a second to thank all the parents that took a few minutes to complete the 5 Essentials Survey. The window is open until February 14th if you would like to complete it. I appreciate your time and feedback!

5 Essentials Survey Link
http://survey.5-essentials.org/illinois/survey/parent/

During the week of February 10th, staff will be contacting parents (email or phone) if students have a D or F at the 6-week mark in the second semester. The purpose for this is to provide communication to parents so any potential concerns can be addressed before they become a bigger issue. This communication will happen again at the 12-week mark. Between the parent contacts and monitoring the Home Access Center (HAC) as a parent, our goal is to put students that may be struggling in a position to have success before it’s too late.

I want to remind you that we do not have the traditional parent-teacher conferences this spring across District 202. Even though we do not have a formal process, I encourage all parents to reach out to specific teachers to address any questions or concerns throughout the semester. You can access our staff directory on the Plainfield North website under the “Quick Links” section.

More than ever, we are running around trying to manage our work schedules, family responsibilities, and other daily tasks. I came across this quote I wanted to share.

“Sometimes the most productive thing we can do is relax.” -Mark Black

Parent or student, we can all benefit from taking time to relax along the hectic journey called life.

Go Tigers!

Ross Draper, Principal
rdraper@psd202.org
(815) 609-8506
**Curriculum and Instruction**

Second semester will be bringing about a wide range of testing for our students. As we approach each of the testing dates, students will be receiving more information relating to the specifics of each test. The state-required tests are the SAT for juniors on April 14th, and PSAT for freshman and sophomores on April 15th, and the Illinois Science Assessment will be for all junior’s during the testing window of March 2nd - March 27th.

Stan Bertoni, Associate Principal  
sbertoni@psd202.org

Sharon Piemonte, Administrative Assistant  
spiemont@psd202.org

**Dean’s Office**

Parents and Guardians,

As we start the second semester, I would like to take a moment to briefly review our expectations for phone usage during school hours. Texting and listening to music is **ONLY** allowed in the hallways during passing periods and in the cafeteria during lunches. Students should not be making calls, taking pictures, or recording videos at **any time** during school hours. Phones should not be out during class time or while changing in the locker rooms.

Darnell Weathersby  
Assistant Principal—Building & Operations, Discipline  
dweather@psd202.org
Next Steps

MARK YOUR CALENDARS – SAVE THESE DATES

These are the dates for our Next Steps Presentations for 2019 – 2020. The presentations will be at the Plainfield District Office from 6:30 – 8:00 p.m. Please join us. All are welcome!

February 18th – Brian & Benji Rubin, Rubin Law
March 24th – Sherri Schneider, Family Benefit Solutions
April 21st – Mary Ann Ehlert, Protected Tomorrows

NEXT STEPS is a Parent Training and Resource Network focused on the topic of planning for a student’s successful transition from high school to adult life. NEXT STEP is a meaningful resource for families. Questions? Call Dee Graves at 815-577-4108 or Kathy Thomason at 815-280-2814.
**ENGLISH & SOCIAL STUDIES**

**English:**
Mr. Brown’s sophomore honors class is in the midst of reading the great American classic *The Grapes of Wrath*. Students are looking into author’s purpose, argument, and synthesis as a focus through writing. Students are also discussing whether the themes and motifs brought about in the book are still current today.

**Social Studies:**
Ms. Gallagher’s US History classes re-investigated the “Rosenberg Case” to determine which of the spouses was actually guilty of treason during the 1950s. It was decided that Julius was 100% guilty, and Ethel should not have been found guilty and her name should be pardoned posthumously.

Ms. Mays’ World Geography and Cultures classes will spend several days attempting to build an earthquake-proof structure. The Geo Lab will require the students to build a two and three story structure which will be subjected to an “earthquake” by means of the shaker table. The students will observe which structure survives the best and draw conclusions from the results. This activity will introduce the next unit, East Asia.

Mr. Foreman’s AP US History classes created Adobe Spark web pages that provide both visual and written understandings from our study of the growth of cities and immigration during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The students have the ability to input images, videos, and many other interactive graphics to help justify their understandings of the content studied.

**SCIENCE & MATH**

Let’s start second semester strong! Make sure your students are taking time each night to study and prepare for the next day of classes. Please encourage your students to seek extra help if they have questions or are struggling in any subject. Not only are teachers available before and after school, the media center offers tutoring in all subjects, and the math department houses MTV (Math Tutoring Venue) during every lunch hour.

**Science:**
Forensics students will make observations on a fake crime scene and they will have to sketch what they see.

**Math:**
Our dual credit math for general education started the unit by researching loans vs. grants for college tuition.

PreCalculus students will be working hard to diagram surveying and bearing problems.

AP Statistics students will have fun doing an activity that involves flipping pigs.

Geometry classes are using protractors and rulers to investigate law of sines ambiguous case.

In Geometry, students are completing Unit 3 Part 2 which covers right triangle concepts (Pythagorean theorem, special right triangle rules, and right triangle trigonometry). In Honors Geometry, concepts will extend to include Law of Sines and Law of Cosines. The students pictured below are working on investigating the ambiguous case for the Law of Sines. This unit will conclude in January. In the month of February, we will cover concepts related to circles.
**Fine Arts/WORLD LANGUAGES**

**Fine Arts:**

Congratulations to Stephanie Dudley (senior), in winning "Best in Show" for her ceramic sculpture, Untitled ("man fishing") and Valerie Loeblich (junior), earning an Honorable Mention for a large dramatic charcoal portrait drawing of her mother! This event was on January 9, 2020 at the Third Annual High School Art Invitational at Lewis University in Romeoville.

On Saturday, March 7th, PNHS will host The Annual SPC Conference Art Competition.

Each of the 12 high schools in our athletic conference will bring their best artists to compete for awards in 15 different fine arts categories. While judges are analyzing the artwork, students will attend workshops learning new hands-on techniques and methods from professional artists specializing in different media. **Unfortunately, this event is closed to the public.** More information and results will be reported in our next newsletter.

The pep band participated in a pep band exchange with North Central College this year. There was a group of North Central students that joined us on Friday, January 24th for the boys’ game against Plainfield South High School, and we went to North Central College for their double header on Saturday, January 25th.

The Plainfield North Jazz band will be participating in a Jazz Café at Ira Jones Middle School on Thursday, February 27th at 6:00 p.m. They will be sharing the concert with the Ira Jones and Heritage Grove Jazz bands.

Plainfield North choirs will be celebrating black music, composers, and artist at their theme concert: "Lift Every Voice". The concert will feature works by notable black musicians like Whitney Houston, Duke Ellington, Rosephanye Powell, and Rollo Dilworth. The concert is free and open to the public.

**World Languages:**

Students in ASL class worked together in groups on a large hand-shaped puzzle, reviewing their vocabulary they learned in class.

German 1 is going to be learning about shopping and asking about prices, in addition to learning clothing items and colors. Students will be given a virtual €100 to use at various German clothing stores. Students will also be setting up a shopping experience within the classroom, where students will be given paper money and have to negotiate the sales. The unit will culminate with skits, where students will create authentic conversations between waiters and guests.

German 2 students will be talking about cities and learn how to give directions. We will also be covering activities in nature and how to express feelings. Students will be writing stories about the cities that they live in and then will get to create a city of their own.

German 3 is moving in to a new unit about communication. In this unit they will get to listen to a radio show and analyze music. They will then learn all about German communication abbreviations, like LOL, and will then receive the opportunity to create their own. Lastly, students will learn about a service project and then discuss opportunities that they have in order to get more involved in the community.

German AP will be working through a unit on immigration and integration. Students will dive into the history of German immigrants in America as they research the struggles in which these immigrants faced and compare it with situations in society today. We will also talk about immigration laws in Germany and Gastarbeiter.

Finally, on February 28th German 3 and AP students will have the opportunity to compete at UIC German Day. This is an opportunity for students to compete and interact with other German students from across the Chicagoland area. We have students competing in the essay contest and spelling bee. Students will have the opportunity to take a tour of UIC as well as sit in on an authentic German class at the university level.
**MEDIA CENTER**

**Tutoring Venue:**
The tutoring venue in the media center is open. If students need help in any of their classes, they can go to the [Media Center Study Hall link](#) on the main PNHS webpage to sign up for tutoring during all study hall periods.

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION/DRIVERS EDUCATION/HEALTH CLASSES**

**Physical Education:**
The Dance II classes are starting the semester off strong by learning choreography for the spring dance showcase. Each class is learning jazz choreography to perform on April 24th at 6:00 p.m. The dance program at Plainfield North puts on the spring dance showcase every year and is a great way to display the students’ dance talent here at Plainfield North. Students who are not taking the dance class will have the opportunity to participate in the Spring Dance Showcase 2020. There will be an informational meeting February 7th after school in the dance room for these students.

Freshmen wellness classes will be completing their dance unit by having a guest leader come in to lead line dancing February 18th-21st. Tinikling will be the other portion of the dance unit for wellness classes. Here is a definition of Tinikling: Tinikling is a traditional Philippine folk dance which originated during the Spanish colonial era. The dance involves two people beating, tapping, and sliding bamboo poles on the ground and against each other in coordination with one or more dancers who step over and in between the poles in a dance. Here is a short video to further explain Tinikling: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrSgRKhjiJ8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrSgRKhjiJ8).

**Driver Education Classes:**
Please continue to allow students with a valid instructional driving permit to gain driving hours outside of school with a parent/guardian or an adult that is 21 or older with a valid license for more than one year (parent/guardian need to approve of the person also). It helps develop their skills and makes them more confident in the driver seat. It is our goal here at Plainfield North to partner with parents/guardians to develop safe and competent drivers on the road.

Here is a link to the 50-hour log sheet that these hours are to be recorded on and turned in when going to the DMV to obtain a drivers license. It is best to record these lessons as you go and remember 10 hours need to be night time driving: [http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/publications/pdf_publications/dsd_x152.pdf](http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/publications/pdf_publications/dsd_x152.pdf).

First semester students are being contacted in birthdate order to finish their driving hours with a certified instructor. We have certified instructors that drive before school and after school. Currently, the behind the wheel instructors are looking to fill spots for the before-school driving, which starts at 5:30 a.m. Please contact Lynette Bayer at [lbayer@psd202.org](mailto:lbayer@psd202.org) if you have a student that wants to complete their BTW lessons before school.
Clubs

National Honor Society
To everyone that donated blankets, hats, socks, and various other items to Phil’s Friends, your kindness and thoughtful-ness was very much appreciated. Together we can bring hope to those affected by cancer. Thank you so much for your support.

College & Career

The College and Career Center is located in Room 300 and is available as a resource for all students. Students can request a pass during study hall to visit the College and Career Center.

UPCOMING EVENTS:

District 202 College Information Night for Juniors
Date/Time: Wednesday, February 12th from 7:00—8:00 p.m.
Location: PNHS Auditorium
Hear from colleges that many of our PNHS graduates attend and about the college experience they offer, admissions re-quirements, the admissions process, and how their admissions decisions are made. Registration is not required. We en-courage parents to attend.

District 202 Historically Black Colleges and Universities Awareness Night
Date/Time: Tuesday, February 25th from 6:00—8:00 p.m.
Location: PNHS Cafeteria
Meet representatives from Historically Black Colleges and Universities and obtain valuable college resources. Registration is not required. We encourage parents to attend.

Meet College Admissions Reps
Date/Time: Current schedule for February and March is posted in Naviance (check regularly for newly scheduled visits)
Location: PNHS College and Career Center
PNHS invites college admissions reps to meet with prospective students to share information with them. Students can view the full list of college visits in Naviance and must pre-register to be excused from class. Students should research the college ahead of time and prepare a few questions to ask during the visit. Many times, the college representative that visits is the main point of contact for the admissions process.

QUESTIONS
Contact Mrs. Hurst, College and Career Counselor, at mhurst@psd202.org or (815) 609-8506.
**Athletic News**

The spring sports season tryouts begin the first week of March—be sure to register for tryouts at:  
[https://il.8to18.com/plainfieldnorth](https://il.8to18.com/plainfieldnorth)

**Remember all athletes must have a current physical on file to tryout.**

**Athletes of the Week:**

Week 17:  
Natalie Bearbower—Girls Basketball &  
Kyle Bragg—Boys Basketball

2nd Semester:

Week 1:  
Tori Evoy—Cheerleading &  
Alex Dvorak—Boys Swimming

Week 2:  
Katelyn Sparlin—Girls Basketball &  
Jacob Macatangay—Wrestling

**Athletes of the Month**

Natalie Bearbower—Girls Basketball &  
Jacob Macatangay—Wrestling

**National Signing Day**

The next signing day is February 5th at 2:15 p.m. in the auditorium.

Any senior signing with a college to play at a collegiate level is invited to sign. Stop in the Athletic Office for more information.

**Spring Sports Tryout Dates**

**Baseball:**  
March 2nd-5th  
Freshman/Sophomore 5:00-6:30a.m.-FDH  
Varsity 4:15-8:00p.m.-Gym

**Badminton:**  
March 2nd-4th  
2:30-4:15p.m.-FDH

**Boys Lacrosse:**  
March 2nd-4th  
8:00-10:00p.m.-Gym

**Girls Soccer:**  
March 2nd-4th  
8:00-10:00p.m.-FDH

**Softball:**  
March 2nd-5th  
4:15-8:00p.m.-FDH

**Boys Tennis:**  
March 9th  
2:30p.m. at Five Star

**Boys Volleyball:**  
March 9th-12th  
6:00-9:00p.m.-Gym

---

**Athletic Varsity Home Events**

**February 2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 1st</td>
<td>Wrestling Quad 10:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 1st</td>
<td>Boys Basketball vs. Wheaton North 6:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 5th</td>
<td>Girls Bowling vs. Naperville Central 4:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 6th</td>
<td>Girls Basketball vs. Minooka 6:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 8th</td>
<td>Wrestling IHSA Regional 9:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 11th</td>
<td>Boys Basketball vs. Nazareth 7:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 14th</td>
<td>Boy/Girl Basketball Double Header 5:00pm/6:30pm Senior Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 17th</td>
<td>Girls Basketball IHSA Regional 6:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 18th</td>
<td>Girls Basketball IHSA Regional semi-final 7:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 19</td>
<td>Girls Track Indoor Meet 4:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 20th</td>
<td>Girls Basketball IHSA Regional Final 7:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 21st</td>
<td>Boys Basketball vs. Oswego East 6:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 28th</td>
<td>Girls Track Indoor Invite 5:00pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Booster Club News**

Feb. 12th—Booster Club meeting 6:00 p.m. in the media center.

**Reminder:** Friday, February 28th is the Annual Candlelight Bowling Fundraiser. Tickets are $25 to bowl or $10 for non-bowlers. Tickets are available through the Athletic Office or your Booster Sport Representative.
Community

Third Annual Lewis University Art Show

Plainfield North High School senior Stephanie Dudley won Best in Show for her ceramic and acrylic paint piece “Untitled” (man fishing) on January 9, 2020 at the third annual High School Art Invitational at Lewis University in Romeoville.

The show featured 54 pieces of art including 39 from District 202 students, from all four District 202 high schools, Romevill e, Lockport high schools and Joliet Catholic Academy.

Art teachers submitted up to ten pieces of student art in several mediums including clay, paint, marker, photography, ink, charcoal and mixed media.

These students won four of eight honorable mentions:

- Valerie Loebl, junior, Plainfield North High School, “Untitled,” (black and white portrait of Mom), charcoal.
- Maiya Munro, senior, Plainfield East High School, “Merging Lights,” photography.

The student artwork was displayed through January 16, 2020 in the Brent and Jean Wadsworth Family Gallery in the Oremus Fine Arts Center, 1 University Parkway, Romeoville.

District 202 High School

2019-20 First Semester Honor Roll

Plainfield North High School

High Honor Roll - Grade 9

SOVEREIGN ADAMS, JOSHUA ADZIA, EVAN AL-ASHKAR, CHAELYNE ALBEZA, SOPHIA ARMSTRONG, JESSE ARROYO, DEMIR ASHIRU, NOELLE ASIYANBI, TRENT BARMA, TYLER BASHAM, SEANAH BATTUNG-WENZ, JENNA BEARDEN, RYAN BECHTEL, AKARSH BEHERA, DOMINIC BEJAR, CECILIA BERG, JOSHUA BERINGER, JOSPEH BONASERA, ERIN BORTO, PAIGE BORTO, ANASEMON BORTOS, CONNOR BOWEN, DEVIN BRICK, MADELINE BRIMBERRY, LUKE BROWN, TAYLOR BUCHANAN, COREY BUD, ISABELLA CAMMACA, WILLIAM CAMPBELL, SOPHIE CARLOS, JOSEPH CECCHI, SOPHIA CHARBONNEAU, LAUREN CHAVEZ, SIMON CHENG, VINCENZA CHIMERA, ISABELA CHRISTY, EMILY CLARKE, KALEY CLOUD, PAIGE COLLINS, MARY CONLEY, TEAGAN CUTHALL, DREW CZARNIK, MOLLY DALTON, DREW DARLINGTON, TANNER DAUGHERTY, ABIGAIL DAVIS, MIA DAVIS, RABY DAVIS, DIYA DEB, LILLIAN DEL ALCAZAR, AMELIA DELIBERTO, YANELLY DIAZ, JESSICA DIMARTINO, GEORGE DIMAS, AARON DINH, JAZMYNE DRIVER, ELENA DUNN, WILLIAM DVORAK, AIDAN DWYER, ANDREW DYCUS, SARAH EICHELBERGER, AKARSH ELORE, SEAN ELSTER, JACK FAGERSON, TESSA FAGERSON, LEXANY FONSECA, BROOKE FURMAN, GEORGE GALLOS, JACKSON GANS, ABIGAIL GAUL, EVAN GAVRAS, JACQUELYN GLADSTEIN, MARIANA GONZALEZ, ANDREW GOSS, TAYLOR GREEN, ANTHONY GULINO, BREVIN GUY, STEVEN HA, KENDALL HAUSER, REEGAN HARRISON, EMILY HATCHER, RYAN HINDS, DONNA HO, JOSEPH HOLTZMAN, KANZA HUSSAIN, KAYLA JAHNKE, MICHAEL JANIS, LAUREN Jansen, GIANNI JARONIK, MORGEN JELLOVITZ PEREZ, LUKE JOHNSON, TEGAN KANIA, KAMILE KATILIUS, AVNEET KAUR, PAYTON KEMPEN, FAYAZ KHALID, ANEESA KHAN, HYUNSEOK KIM, KALLISTA KNAPP, KASH KOSLOWSKI, AVA KOZIEL, INIYA KRIHNA, SRIDEVI KROTHAPALLI, ADITI KUMAR, TRAVIS LAM, KRISTA LANDERS, KIMBERLAR, HANNAH LAUBE, LILI LEATHERMAN, NADIA LESNICKI, GEORGIA LIAPIS, NATALIE LIAPIS, MATTHEW LOEBLICH, AYLIANI LOPEZ, ALYSSA LOWE, KEIRA LUCAS, REBECCA LUCAS, JILLIAN LUGOD, SATVIKI MADAAN, NAYELI MAGALLANES, FRANZ ADRIAN MALLARI, RIYA MANGLA, RINA MANXHUKA, JOVANNI MARTINEZ, GABRIELLA MATTO, RYAN MAUDER, ZAURIEL MAYS, ASHLEY MCBRIDE, HAILEY MICHIL, COLE MOSS, HAILE MUNNO, LOU MUSCARNERO, SHEA MUSSON, NAVYA NAGELLI, EVELINA NOSA, SYDNEY OESTERREICH, NICHOLE OGBEIDE, JENNA OWAISI, ISABELLA PALERMO, DEV PATEL, ROHAN PATEL, PEYTON PAUNGAM, RAYMUNDO PAVON IV, SAMANTHA PENA, CHRISTINA PETERS, JAYLA POINDEXTER, JACK POPPER, NICOPOLE POZORI, AGHALA POTORCI, JAKUB PROCHNIAK, PANOS PSYHOGIOS, AIDAN PU, ERIC RADULOVICH, VIVIKA RAMOS, JINELLE RIVERA, RYAN RODRICK, GABRIEL ROCHER, SOFIA ROMERO, LOGAN ROONEY, ELLY ROYAN, ZAYNAB SALEEM, CAMERON SCOTT, CARTER SCOTT, JACOB SEIER, KYLE SEIER, ISAAC SERNA, AHMED SHAHAB, TRISHA SHARMA, MADISYN SHICK, JENNA SILAGI, ADITYA SIMHADRI, ISHAN SINHA, IAN SKIDMORE, ANDREW SMNTEK, MAXIM SNITKO, NICHOLA SOBIESZCZYSZK, SETH SOUVANNARATH, JOHN ST CLAIR, EMMA STELLBRINK, JESSICA STEWART, SUMMER STOLTZ, CONNOR STOUT, JACOLYN SUNG, CELINE SUTOR, MICHELLE TANNER, ALEXANDRA TETTEH, ALAYNA THORTON, GRACEANNE TOONG, TYLER TORDRICK, RYAN TRACEY, Shannon Twist, ZIYODAKHON UBAYDULLAEVA, EBEBE UDEOGU, MILLA URAM, CAMRYN VANDERHOEK, RAYMOND VANICHTERANONT, NADIA VANTINE, JACOB VU, HUSTON WALK, CAYLI WATSON, HANNAH WATTS, KYLE WEEKS-ASENCIO, SYDNEY WILLARD, JORDAN WILLIAMS, CAMERON WINKEL, DIANNE WINTERBOTTOM, ANDREW WOLTZ, SOPHIA WOODS, SOPHIA YARSHEN, RUBY YEPSEN, ERIC YOON
High Honor Roll - Grade 10

TAMAR AGAM, IFEOMA AGBASI, AINSLEY ALTENBERN, JOSHUA ANGHEL, GIANNA ARRIGO, DANIELLE AUBLE, BRENDEN AUERBACH, ANDREA RUTH BAJAMUNDI, BRANDON BAK, BLAKE BARNICKEL, TVISHA BAXI, JOSHUA BEDFORD, GAVIN BELL, JACOB BERNIER, EMILY BERTULIS, EMMA BLAIR, MADISON BOOR, SAMANTHA BOWSER, MORGAN BRANDON, MADELINE BRANTMAN, RYAN BUI, MADISON BYRNE, ALESSANDRO CABRERA, KYLE CALLOW, AARON CARREON, BRANDON CATANEO, JORDAN CATANZZO, ELIANNI CEFERIN, ALEXANDER CHARTRAND, NIKOLE CHU, NOURA COLEMAN, SCARLETTE CONNERS, JUSTIN CONRAD, MARIA-FERNANDA CONTRERAS, BRADEN CORBETT, VICTORIA COUNTRYMAN, ANNA COUSINS, BROOKE CREIGHTON, KAYLA DE GUZMAN, NICOLE DE GUZMAN, ASHTON EARLYWINE, NNEZE AUDREY EKOWA, GABRIEL ENNIN, ELIJAH ESTRADA, DYLAN EVANS, TRAVIS FARNUM, ANDREW FEDMASU, JORDAN FLEMING, ASHLEY FRANKOWIAK, VYNESSA GAETTE, JACK GAW, AVA GWARON, RYAN GERDES, TY GOCAL, LUIS GONZA-LEZ GARCIA, JARED GUMILA, DYLAN GSTUFSON, LOGAN HANLAN, LUKE HEFFERNAN, MARY HENRY, MARYCARMEN HERNANDEZ-MORA, KATELYN HOLLOWAY, NOAH HORNER, AMINAH HUSSAIN, YOUANNA IBRAHIM, EMILY JAGODZINSKI, DANA JANIEC, LAUREN KEITH, IFRA KHAN, MAHEEN KHAWAR, HARRISON KLEIN, BROOKE KOPPANG, DANIEL KOTOWSKI III, KATELYN KOWALSI, DAKHOTA KRAHALUK, OLIVIA KULAK, MARGARET Lasher, ETHAN LENNING, JUSTIN LEVIN, RYAN MALLARI JR, JOSEPH MANNINO, KATELYN MARSHALL, KAITLIN MARTZOLF, ALEXA MCDANIEL, LINDSEY MCDONALD, JENNA MEZACKI, ALEC MCKENZIEBECKER, ALLISON MILTON, WHEELER MORRIS, MACKENZIE Muell, ANNA MUSIAL, MAKAYLA MUSSATTO, MICHAEL NELSON, ELLIE NICHOLS, DANIEL NICOLA, KELLY OVERBECK, JAYLIN PATTERSON, ALEXANDRA PAVLICH, JENNIFER PEARY, ISABELA PERSON, RUQUIYA PESHA-WARWALA, CARLIE PIERSMA, NATHAN PITSENBERGER, VERA PLJEVALJC, GABRIEL POSTACCHINI, SARA PRZYBYLSKI, SHAUNA PURCELL, MORGAN RACLAWSKI, JENNIFER RADDATZ, JACKSON RAUSCH, JOYCE ERIKA REGINALDO, ARMAAN REHMANI, KATHERINE ROACH, MARGARET ROACH, AVERY ROCK, RYAN ROGERS, MONSERATT ROJAS, AUDREY RUX, CAMERAJ RYAN, LAKE JAVIO, KAYLEE SCHINKE, DEREK SCHOBER, LEONARDO SCHWAIGHART, SIMONE SCHWAIGHART, JACOB SEIDEN, LOGAN SELSKY, EMILY SHAFRON, COOPER SHELTON, ABIGAIL SICCA, SREYA SIMHADRI, JACLYN SIMPSON, NICHOLAS SIMPSON, JAKE SINCLAIR, HALEY SIROTEK, LOGAN SMITH, ARYANNA STARK, CADE STOGDILL, KENDALL STREBA, MIA STUKEL, CHRISTOPHER SUAREZ, SUCHIR SUMANT, GABRIEL SUVACA, MICHAEL SVARA, LUKE SWANSON, HAILEY TANNHEIMER, BIANCA TRISTAN, CONNOR UNDERWOOD, DHRUV UPADHYAYA, RYAN VANICTHEERANONT, VIJAY VITTAL, JOSEPH WALISIAK, ANDREW WARNER, MACKENZIE WAWRZYNEK, ELLA WEIBE, MELANIE WENZ, KLAUDIA WIDUR, JOSHUA WILD, ETHAN WITEK, ELLA WROBEL, BRODY WYLLER, SUZANNA YOHANNAN

High Honor Roll - Grade 11

DANYA ABU-SHANAB, SKYLA ADAMS, SOPHIE ADZIA, DUA AKBARI, ARIEL AMAYA, MADELYN AMOO-OTOO, ODETTE ANAYA, TRISHA ANDAL, ABIGAIL ANDERSON, DUA ANSARI, BROOKLYN ARROG, BEATRICE ANDRE ATIENZA, HANNAH AYLsworth, GABRIELLE BALLARD, SUHANNA BAMSZAI, JOSEPH BARLOG, MYLEE BARTZ, AMANDA BAUTISTA, KATHLEEN BEARDEN, SHEA BECHTEL, AMRUT BEHERA, SALONI BIBRONIA, PAYTON BISHOP, TYLER BLASZCZAK, GABRIELLA BONASERA, THOMAS BROOKS, TREVOR BRUNO, MEaghan BURTON, SHANNON BYRNE, EMMA CALLOW, AIDAN CAMPBELL, MAYA CARDE, ELIZABETH CARLISLE, MICHAEL CARLSON, RYAN CASEY, NATALIE CHAN, JACOB CHILDS, ANASTASIA CIA, LEYANNA CLARK, BRIANNA COLEMAN, ALEXIS CORRIGAN, KAYLA DHRUV UPADHYAYA, RYAN VANICTHEERANONT, VIJAY VITTAL, JOSEPH WALISIAK, ANDREW WARNER, MACKENZIE WAWRZYNEK, ELLA WEIBE, MELANIE WENZ, KLAUDIA WIDUR, JOSHUA WILD, ETHAN WITEK, ELLA WROBEL, BRODY WYLLER, SUZANNA YOHANNAN

High Honor Roll - Grade 11
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High Honor Roll - Grade 12

MADISON ADOLFS, OLIVIA AGUZZI, ZOHA AHMED, FATAMA ALAM, SYDNEY ALLEN, JACOB AMEN, JEREMY AMEN, MEGHAN ANDERSON, DELANEY BARNAT, AVA BARON, NATALIE BEABOWER, EMILY BEDFORD, KAYCIE BLANKENSHIP, BRYCE BLEVINS, JACOB BORTO, ANUBHAB BOSE, KYLE BRAGG, MADLYN BRANTD, ALEXANDRA BRIMBERGY, NICHOLAS BUCAS, AUDREY BUCKLES, JOSHUA BUHR, JACKSON BUKOWSKI, NICKLAUS CAMPANELLA, SYDNEY CANGILLO, ETHAN CARTWRIGHT, NADIA CERDA, JESSICA CHAN, MADELYNN CIHOCKI, ASHLEY CLARK, SARAH CONLEY, GRIFFIN CORBETT, KEVIN COSGROVE, CARTER COTTON, SARAH COUSINS, ISABELLA CRUZ, MADISON CUPRINSKI, ALEENA CYRIC, SAMUEL DACMAN, EMMA DANIELS, DYLAN DANE, NADIA DARWISH, BRIANNA DAVIS, LIAM DAVIS, SARAH DE ROSA, GRACE DE VAUX, JAMISON DIETZ, HANNAH DOODY, STEPHANIE DUDLEY, LINDSEY DUSATKO, ALEXANDER DVOVAK, NICHOLAS EHEART, MEGAN EICHELBERGER, STEPHANIE EKUFU, CORINNE EWALD, JACKSON FELDMAN, RACHEL FERGUSON, ALEXIS FERRAREN, VICTORIA FIDDICK, SARAH FISHER, HOPE FOWLER, KALI FRANKOWIACK, RILEY FRANKL, ISABELLA FRY, ANDREW GALLOS, ANDREW BRYCE GARCIA, TESS GATES, LYLE NICHOLAS GAUDIANO, KOLBY GAWLIK, ANNA GAWRON, JULIANNA GERDES, ISLA GILMOUR, NIHARIKA GORANTLA, PALLAVI GORANTLA, FERRIS HANDEKLOW, BRITTNY HAWLEY, MATTHEW HEFFERNAN, MARY HENNESSEY, JACOB HENRY, GINO HERNANDEZ, CYLASSA HITT, DIANE HO, TAYLOR HOLSTEAD, MILAN HOTCHKISS, AINSLEY HOUK, JAKE HUNNIUS, SARTHAK JAIN, ALEXANDREA JANSSEN, CARSON JENNINGS, SAMUEL JEUZIT, KELLI JOHNSON, CARTER JONES, SAMANTHA KAESING, SAMANTHA KERSHNER, GRETCHEL KETELHUT, FARAZ MUHAMMAD KHALID, MUHAMMAD KHAN, ALEXANDER KLOO, CLARA KOLODZIEJ, DAVID KOVALEV, BRENDON KRAHULIK, ANDREW KRAMER, SHERIDAN KraKIV, STEPHANIE KUCERA, EMILIE KULAK, JOHN LANDERS, SEAN LE BLAN, KYLIE LEEDS, JOSEPHINE LEGASPI, ALEXANDER LESNICKI, NOLAN LINDROTH, JORDAN LYLES, UMAIR MANSON, NICOLE MANZUZLO, EMILY MAUER, CHRISTINA MAZZA, MADISON MUELL, AUBREE MUNNO, ELIZABETH MUNOZ, CAMERON MURPHY, MARISSA MUSATTO, ARNAV NANGA, HANNAH NOEL, COLIN O'ROURKE, CAMERON ORSI, ROBERT OSUCH, PEYTON PANKA, KHUSHBU PATEL, SONIYA PATEL, JACK PATTON, ANASTASIA PAVICH, GUADALUPE PEREZ, ASHLEY PIKET, ZACHARY PITSENBERGER, KAILTYN PITT, GABRIELLA POTOCKI, ANMAR QAFAFISHEH, ALAINA QUE, ABIGAIL QUINN, ABIGAIL RAUSCH, NOOR REFAQAT, MARCUS REMBERT JR, LUKE RENTS, OLIVIA RIMBO, JACK ROBERTSON, DAYMARA RODRIGUES, ALEXIS ROLOFF, CHRISTIAN RUCINSKI, JACOB RUTKOWSKI, ALLISON RUX, NINA RZESZUTKO, SAJAL SALEM, AARON SCALON, MICHAEL SCHMAUERDER, MADISON SCHOEDER, FAROUQ SELAMI, SIMONE SENO, IRELAND SHELTON, NATHAN SIMPSON, JESSICA SKOGLUND, GAVIN SKUJA, BRANDON SMENTEK, DECLAN SMITH, HALEY SMITH, MEKENZIE SMITH, NICHOLAS SOBUN, NICHOLAS SON, EMILY SOWA, KATELYN SPARLIN, TAYLOR STAPLETON, PAYTON STRAUSBERGER, CASSANDRA SUAREZ, LILIANNA SUMMERS, MATTHEW THOMAS, LAURYN TILLMANN, NICOLE TIRrito, EMILY TRACEY, IAN TRACY, SEVARANKH URAYDULLAEVA, RIKHIL VAGAD, WILLIAM VAN HOFF, EMILY VANICHTHEERA-NONT, EMILY VIDO, JAMES VU, AUSTIN WARNER, ALISON WILLIAMS, NATALIE WITEK, BRIANNA WOLTZ, NATHAN WOOD, EMILY WOODS, SYDNEY YARBROUGH, ZACHARY YEAREZ, JENNIFER YOON, AUDREY YU, NATALIE ZIELINSKI

Regular Honor Roll - Grade 9

MADELYN ADAMS, SAMEER AHMAD, AIDEN ALEXANDER, COOPER ALLEN, ALAYNA ANDERSON, SAMANTHA ANDERSON, SARAH ANDERSON, ANTHONY ANNERINO, SETH ANSELM, AMAYA BALCAR, JESSE BARAJAS, DMYTRO BARANOFSKY, ALEXANDER BARLOG, YOUSSEF BASIOUNY, TRENTON BENZ, ZACHARY BICK, KACI BONER, ZACHARY BOYD, HARRISON BUCKOWSKI, OLIVER BURNS, DANNIEL BUSEL, ERIN BYRNE, JAXON CAHN, AARON CEPERNOVICH, MICAELA CHAPMAN, NATHAN CHERWICK, JOSEPH CHICHE, AMANDA CLOHES, ELLA COLEMAN, NICHOLAS COLOMBO, WILLIAM CARLSON, NANCY CAROSELLI, ELIZABETH CARVER, ALEXANDER CERFEN, JAKEB CHAN, BRIAN CHEN, ZACHARY CHO, JACOB CHUNG, ALEXANDER CHURCH, TIM CHUDDEROY, NABIL CHUDRACKER, TAI CHUNG, NATHAN CLARK, SIERRA CLARK, AIDAN CUMMINGS, AIDAN CUPPS, CARTER DAENH, GAVIN SKUJA, BRANDON SMENTEK, DECLAN SMITH, HALEY SMITH, MEKENZIE SMITH, NICHOLAS SOBUN, NICHOLAS SON, EMILY SOWA, KATELYN SPARLIN, TAYLOR STAPLETON, PAYTON STRAUSBERGER, CASSANDRA SUAREZ, LILIANNA SUMMERS, MATTHEW THOMAS, LAURYN TILLMANN, NICOLE TIRrito, EMILY TRACEY, IAN TRACY, SEVARANKH URAYDULLAEVA, RIKHIL VAGAD, WILLIAM VAN HOFF, EMILY VANICHTHEERA-NONT, EMILY VIDO, JAMES VU, AUSTIN WARNER, ALISON WILLIAMS, NATALIE WITEK, BRIANNA WOLTZ, NATHAN WOOD, EMILY WOODS, SYDNEY YARBROUGH, ZACHARY YEAREZ, JENNIFER YOON, AUDREY YU, NATALIE ZIELINSKI

Regular Honor Roll - Grade 9

MADELYN ADAMS, SAMEER AHMAD, AIDEN ALEXANDER, COOPER ALLEN, ALAYNA ANDERSON, SAMANTHA ANDERSON, SARAH ANDERSON, ANTHONY ANNERINO, SETH ANSELM, AMAYA BALCAR, JESSE BARAJAS, DMYTRO BARANOFSKY, ALEXANDER BARLOG, YOUSSEF BASIOUNY, TRENTON BENZ, ZACHARY BICK, KACI BONER, ZACHARY BOYD, HARRISON BUCKOWSKI, OLIVER BURNS, DANNIEL BUSEL, ERIN BYRNE, JAXON CAHN, AARON CEPERNOVICH, MICAELA CHAPMAN, NATHAN CHERWICK, JOSEPH CHICHE, AMANDA CLOHES, ELLA COLEMAN, NICHOLAS COLOMBO, WILLIAM CARLSON, NANCY CAROSELLI, ELIZABETH CARVER, ALEXANDER CERFEN, JAKEB CHAN, BRIAN CHEN, ZACHARY CHO, JACOB CHUNG, ALEXANDER CHURCH, TIM CHUDDEROY, NABIL CHUDRACKER, TAI CHUNG, NATHAN CLARK, SIERRA CLARK, AIDAN CUMMINGS, AIDAN CUPPS, CARTER DAENH, GAVIN SKUJA, BRANDON SMENTEK, DECLAN SMITH, HALEY SMITH, MEKENZIE SMITH, NICHOLAS SOBUN, NICHOLAS SON, EMILY SOWA, KATELYN SPARLIN, TAYLOR STAPLETON, PAYTON STRAUSBERGER, CASSANDRA SUAREZ, LILIANNA SUMMERS, MATTHEW THOMAS, LAURYN TILLMANN, NICOLE TIRrito, EMILY TRACEY, IAN TRACY, SEVARANKH URAYDULLAEVA, RIKHIL VAGAD, WILLIAM VAN HOFF, EMILY VANICHTHEERA-NONT, EMILY VIDO, JAMES VU, AUSTIN WARNER, ALISON WILLIAMS, NATALIE WITEK, BRIANNA WOLTZ, NATHAN WOOD, EMILY WOODS, SYDNEY YARBROUGH, ZACHARY YEAREZ, JENNIFER YOON, AUDREY YU, NATALIE ZIELINSKI
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Regular Honor Roll - Grade 10

MIA AGNE, STEPHEN ANDERSON, DELANEY ARENSTEIN, EVAN BADALI, JONATHAN BADER, COLIN BAILEY, TRISTAN BAKER, MAAZ BAKHTIYAR, HAYA BARAKAT, ANTHONY BARBARO, GIANNA BARONTE, MATTHEW BARRIBAL, SONA BAVARIA, OLIVIA BELLINO, BRANDON BERTONI, JESSICA BEVERING, SHANE BRADY, ZACHARY BRIDGES, LUCAS BROTHERVE, LOGAN BROWN, ALYSSA BUCK, MADILYN BUCK, ALEEAH BUCKMAN, EMMA BURKE, JOHN BURKE, THOMAS BUZZELL, REESE CAPION, WADERLY CAYO, NICHOLAS CECCHI, BRANDON CHANCE, ANADELI CHAVEZ, ALEX CHEVERE, HANNAH COCHRAN, ZOE COLLINS, THOMAS COLWELL, BRYNN COOPER, CHLOE COSGROVE, MADISON COTTON, THOMAS COWGILL, ADEBAGIA CRAFTON, IAN CURRIS, SOPHIA DARWISH, SEAN DAVIS, COLIN DAY, ARIEL DEVLAPAZ, MOLLY DIEHL, GIANNI DRENSIN, JULIA DROBICK, NATALIE DROVER, SIDDARTH DURALI, JONATHAN DURANT, WHITNEY DWYER, JEREMY DY, NYLO DUNBAR, NICHOLAS EAKER, MEGHAN EHLERS, KAYCEE EKUJU, ADEBAGIA ELLER, MIKHAIL ELLER, COLE ELEY, JUANFRAGO ESPARZA, BRENNA EVANS, VICTORIA EVOY, THOMAS FERNANDEZ, ADEBBIA FERRARA, AIDAN FERRY, ETHAN FLEMING, JACKSON FOLKERS, MARTIN FRAGA, SERENITY FREEMAN, GABRIELLE FRY, THOMAS FUESZ, KATE GARCIA, JULIA GERARD, JONATHAN GILMORE, ANDREW GIRDWOOD, DOMINIC GLASS, CONNOR GORNY, LILA GRANT, CHRISTIAN GREGOR, HAILEY GRISOPO, SARAH GUERRINI, RYAN GUTKE, ALYSSA HACK, BLAKE HACKER, BRANDEN HACKER, ZACHARRY HANKOLOW, TYLER HARRIS, ELIZA HASANI, INSIYA HAVELWALA, JENNA HAYES, ANNALEEE HECKMAN, ELEANOR HENZEL, JULIO HERNANDEZ, MADELINE HERNANDEZ, ETHAN HERNER, ISABELLE-RENEE HETTERICK, RISHAN LOUISE HYROSA, BRADY HILL, ZACHARY HORVATH, RYUAN HUSSAIN, NATHAN IRELAND, COOPER IRVIN, MATTHEW JURGENS, LUCAS KADUCAK, DINA KALAAN, ESHEL KARIN, MAHIDER KASSA, ERIN KENNICK, NADA KHAN, SHAUN KING, JOSEPH KOWALSKI, ASHLEY KRUIMIN, EVAN KAWSIDEOSK, JORDAN LATHAM, DEBRA LAWLER, DERRICK LEANO, GRIFFIN LEZONDO, DYLAN LINDBERG, AHSIA LOMAX, JULIETTE LUTZ, KELLY LYNCH, JACOB MACATANGAY, MASON MALONE, JOSEPH MARCOTTE, DILLON MARKLEY, DAIRIN MARQUEZ, BIANNA MARSTON, TANYR MAY, LIAM MCELKIN, ADEBBIA MCMANAMAN, JOCelyn MCPHERSON, NAYAH MCHESING, JOSHUA MEDEL, LAUREN MEYERS, MIGUEL MEZA, ELLIAH MODE, NATHAN MONROE, MADISON MULDER, DOMINIC MUCARNERO, ANDREW NALLE, DANIEL NAVA, AMAYA NERGETRE, ADAMARIS ORTIZ, DAMIAN ORTIZ, MAXIMUS OTERO, ZOE PAGE, MALINA PAPAKOSTAS, MCKENNA PELOW, MICHAEL PETRO JR, JULIANNA PEZAN, PAYTON PIOTROWSKI, AMELIA PODGERS, BRYA POINDEXTER, COLIN POMATTO, JACKSON POWELL, RAMI QAHWASH, PAYTON QUAST, KIARA QUEEN, JACK QUINN, JAZMIN RAMIREZ, DYLAN RASMASON, KADEN RAUSENBERGER, BENJAMIN Richards, IAYRAH RIVAZ, JUDE ROKITS, MORGAN RUSNIK, DORIYNA RUTKAUSKA, MICHAEL RYTHVAN, EVAN RZESZUTKO, TAYLOR SAHLI, MICHELLE SALAZAR, BRANDEN SANCHEZ, MAX SAYAD, MATTHEW SCHMAUDERER, LUCAS SCHULER, ETHAN SCOTTI, JAYSON SHEEML, EASTON SHELBRICK, OLIVIA SIKORA, CLAIRE SIMPSON, PATRICK SKRZYPCZYK, BRET Skuja, JOSHA SMITH, FRANK SOBIESZCZYK, CODY SOBOLEWSKI, AWA SOLBERG, NICHOLAS SOLTAN, MACKENZIE STEIN, MOLLY STOCKLEY, ANNEMARIE SUCHY, AAYAN SYED, CABLE TERNING, BRANDON TETTEH, EMMIE TIARDO, STEPHANIE TIRITTO, GREA Tran, Caitlin TRAVER, Emily TRUJILLO, SONYA VALLEJO, CHRISTA VARILGERE, JOSEPH VIETTI, KAYLA WARD, JUSTIN WATT, HAYDEN WATTS, GRACE WELBEC, JEFF WENT, BIANNA WENT, COLIN WOJTKIEWICZ, ANDREW WOODS, KATHERINE WOODLEY, BRYCE WROBEL, GRANT WROBEL, JUSTIN YEAZELL, JACQUELINE ZARAVIA, MATTEO ZAVALA, NICO ZAVALA

Regular Honor Roll - Grade 11

GUILFORD ACIBLON JR, MOHAMMAD ALDAWUD, DILAN ANWEILER, FRIDA ARVIZU, KELLY AULTMAN, ADRIANA AVINO, AMNA BAIG, CLAYTON BARMA, GAVIN BAUMKSER, HALEY BERHE, HALEIGH BERNARD, MIA FRANCES BERNASOL, ANTONIA BORYCA, SANDRA BOULOS, ELIZABETH BOUWMAN, DANIELLE BOVILSKY, RYAN BREDESEN, ALEXANDER BRODIE, AMELIA BROWNWASSER, EMILY BURCHSTED, MEGHAN CICERO, ALAN CASTRO, GRACE CHADICK, ARTURO CHAVEZ, ISREAL CHINONSO, MOLLY CICHOCKI, DELANEY CIENKUS, COLE CIPRA, MCKENNA CLINTON, BRIANNA COLEMAN, ETHAN COOK, LYNDSEY CORRIGAN, JOSHDUB COSENTINO, KLAIR COSTELLO, NATALIE CUMMINGS, JANIYA DANIEL, THERESA DE ROSA, MEGAN DE ME, TREVOR DEEN, NOAH DUTLER, LAUREN DYCUS, MACKENZIE DYCUS, GARRET ECK, BRITTANY ELMINGHAUS, EMILY EMLER, KIMBERLY ESPINOSA, PATRICK FARNAN, CAIDEN FATTINGER, GIANNI FEMINIS, CABLE FIKES, MAXWELL FISHER, MARY FLANAGAN, BENJAMIN FORDYCE, CHRISTOPHER FORTMANN, SEAN FULLER, NOAH GAECLE, JAMISON GANNON, PETER GERRIS, KAILEY GERHARZ, JALYN GIVAN, RACHEL GORDON, JAMESON GOULD, MACKENZIE GRANT, RICHARD GREALA, JEREMY GUSTAFSON, AJAHMO GUTHRIE, SADIE GUY, ALEXANDER HAMMOND, ISABELLA HARRINGTON, RACHEL HAUBERT, GAVIN HEOTIS, SOPHIE HILGENDORF, KAYLEE HILL, RUFUS HINES JR, DANIEL HIPOLITO, JOSHUA HLAVACEK, ISABELLA HORIZEN, IANA HOWIESON, DYLAN JABLONSKI, RITIK JAIN, ANOTANIE JOHNSON, BENJAMIN JOHNSON, DEV JOSHII, CONOR KENNEDY, MOHAMMED KHAN, CLAYTON KLATT, BROOKE KNOW, DICAN KOCH, TIMOTHY KOSENOS, WILLIAM KRAMKAVITCH, ANNASOPHIE KRELWITZ, RYAN KUFFEL, RILEY LELLEIN, TYRA LETCHER, KAMERON LEUNG, AIDEN MADONIA, FALASHA MAHADEVIA, TAYLOR MAIKA, JACOB MARSELL, ANTHONY MATIO, HUNTER MAYES, ELAINE MC CORMICK, ANDREW MCCALLUM, ELIZABETH MCCARTNEY, PADRAIC MCCORMICK, MICHAEL McGUIRE, CONNOR MCNURLAN, MAGGIE MCSWEENY, ERIKA MILES, MADALYN MIRALLEGRO, MARC MORALES, MIKHAIY MOKSINSKI, MARISSA MYINT, MEGAN NELSON, EMILY NOTTKE, HAYLEY O'LEYR, MACKENZIE O'hAIMEOREN, HANNAH OLEKSY, JOSEPH OTHMAN, PAIGE PARMA, SARAH PASCH, JOHN PASKVAN, BREANNA PEARSON, KENNETH PHILLIPS, MADISON PIERSC, LLOYD QUEZADA, DAKOTA RASMUSSEN, JEREMY REMAY, SHEA RITCHIE, JOHN ROBEY, LAUREN RODRIGUEZ, LEONEL ROWLEY, VICTORIA RUSNICAK, RACHEL RYAN, NICOLE RYBSKI, JACOB SAGUN, CONNOR SCHERRY, ANTHONY SERNA, SEAN SETINA, CONNOR SHAW, AIDAN SHIBAH, AAVA SIIDIQI, RYAN SILVA, MAXIMILLIAN SIMMER, AUSTIN SIMMONS, ELLYSE SMITH, KENDYLYL SONNENBERG, ETHAN SOTO, CASSANDRA SOWINSKI, CASSANDRA ST. CLAIR, NATHAN STADLER, PHILIP STAM, MEGAN STEINBACH, TARYN SULLIVAN, MARIAN SYKES, ISABELLE TALMA, CASSANDRA TEGER, RYLAN THOMPSON, GABRIELLE TOONG, BRYAN TORRES, TESSA TOWN JR, ABRIL TREJO, TEAGON TRESSEL, SAMUEL TRUJILLO, AWA VALEDO, ADEBBIA VALDEZ, ADEBBIA VASSOOG, MADELINE WATERS, MEGAN WATERS, REGANNE WEBB, ALLISON WENZ, ELLA WHITE, EVA WILLoughby, JACOB WILSON, TYLER WINKEL, RACHEL ANNE YBANEZ, JACOB ZAK
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SAMANTHA ALEXANDER, DYLAN AMICO, JAKE APOSTOLOS, CHARLENE AYALA-PERALTA, UZOMA AZUAKOEMU, ZAIN BACHU, ADAM BAHHUR, ALINA BANK, REGINALD NINO BARLIS, ZACHARY BARON, ABIGAIL BATARA, AVERY BELL, SHANE BELOFSKY, ALEXANDER BERGER, MICHELLE BERGER, CELINA BOMBA, DELANEY BORJA, COURTNEY BOWE, PATRICK BRENNAN, COOPER BRIDGES, ELIJAH BROOKS, SHANEVE CAL, CAROLINA CASAS, SIDNEY CESAL, ROGER CLAUDE, DARADE COLLINS, MATTHEW CONNORS, JASON COULTER, ALEXANDER CREIGHTON, JULIA CUMLEY, SEAN CURRAN, RYAN CUTSHALL, SKYLAR CYGAN, AKHIL CYRIAC, JESSIE DAVIDENKO, JAKARI DAVIS, JESSICA DAVIS, JENNA DELANEY, FRANCIS DELEON, KAITLYN DIETZ, GRANT DIGIOVANNI, LANDIN DWYER, DOUGLAS ECCARIUS JR, MICHAEL ELLER, BLAKE ELLINGHAUS, BRIAN ENYI, ANNALISE ESKRIDGE, CALVIN EWING JR, ELENI FALKIEWICZ, MATTHEW FINN, ULYSSES FLORES, JULIAN GAVRAS, JOSEPH GENNA, ANNE GILL, CALLUM GILMOUR, MATTHEW GOEKE, ZACHARY GRANADA, KATHERINE GRIESENAUER, MICHAEL GRIESENAUER, TRINITY GRIMES, ANDRES GUEVARA, ALYSSA GUSTAVE, JUSTIN GUZMAN, KEEGAN HAIER, RAQUEL HARRIS, AIDAN HEFFERNAN, KELLY HELD, CAROLINE HENZEL, ALEJANDRO HERNANDEZ, CALEB HERRERA, WESLEY EVAN HEYROSA, KYLE HIGGINS, TAYLER HOLLEY, JAXSON HOUDEK, CHRISTOPHER HUDETZ, LALAHRIUK HYDER, RUTHIE HYNEK, NICOLE IDzik, GABRIELLA IMBROGNO, JOSEPH JAMIOLKOWSKI, JACOB JARNUTOWSKI, KATHRYN JASKO, NASYA JONES, TAYLOR JORDAN, ANILJU KASTRATI, SUMMER KHAWAJA, NAWAL KHAYYAT, KYLE KNUEPFER, JACOB KONRAD, ATANAS KOSTOV, AMANDA KRUZEL, ADAM KUYAWA II, GAVIN LANT, MICHELLE LARIA, EMILY LECHNER, KRISTIN LEPRIECH, EMILY LUCAS, CARSEN LUSTIK, CHRISTOPHER LYNCH, JOSHUA MACATANGAY, CODY MARSHALL, ASHLEY MASIS, DANIEL MCLAUGHLIN, JACOB MCMANAMAN, MAURICE MCAIN, GABRIELLA MEADE, ABIGAIL MERTES, ELISABETH MEYER, DYLAN MEYERS, ETHAN MILLER, PATRICK MILLER, SIDNEY MITERA, ALLEN MORALES, ABIGAIL MORI, ROMELL MORRIS II, AUSTIN MULCAHY, HAILEY MULLIGAN, AARON NELSON, VICTORIA NELSON, VAN NGUYEN, LIAM NICHOLS, ALEX NIEMIEC, ALEXANDER NOSER, RYAN NYE, JACOB OESTERREICH, EMMALYN OLCHAWA, JULISSA ORTIZ, JEFFREY OSUCH, MARCOS PAPAKOSTAS, JOSHUA PEAL, MITCHELL PEARSON, STEVEN PEARSON JR, ANQI PENG, RENA PHIPPS, MALYADA PULGARI, HUNTER RAMIRO, GABRIEL RICHARDS, COLLIN RICKER, BREANNA RILEY, GREGORY ROACH III, SEAN SAJDAK, SAVANNA SANTORE, RILEY SAVAGE, ALLISON SCHINDLEBECK, LEXUS SCHMALHOLZ, JOHN SEELEY, FAIZAN SHAFI, JACOB SOWRON, SHANE SMITH, AMY SNIITKO, CATHERINE CLARE SONGCO, BRANDON STARKEY, NATALIA STEPNOWSKI, KYLE SUMPAY, ENRICO LOUIS TAAL, MADELINE TANNER, SYDENY TETTEH, LILY THURSTON, JAYLON TILLMAN, HAILEY TRAVER, JOSEPH TREPACHKO, RYAN TRIBE, NINA VELASCO, CARTER WAITE, TIMOTHY WALSH II, KENNEDI WILLIAMS, MADISON WOLFE, ETHAN WOOD, NICHOLAS WOOLLEY, HANNAH ZIELINSKI

Congratulations!